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The differential elastic p-p scattering cross section was measured at 6 GeV/c at the Argonne Zero

Gradient Synchrotron in the range P '= 0.60-1.0 (GeV/c) using a 65% polarized target and a 75%
polarized proton beam of intensity 3 x 10 protons/pulse. The polarization of the recoil proton was simul-

taneously measured with a well calibrated carbon-target polarimeter. All three polarizations were measured

perpendicular to the horizontal scattering plane. Our results indicate that P and T invariance are both

obeyed to good precision even at our largest P~ . Parity invariance implies that the eight single-flip

transversity cross sections are zero, so our data gives the magnitudes of the eight remaining pure spin cross

sections where all spins are measured. We find that the four double-flip transversity cross sections are

nonzero.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been a growing rec-
ognition that high-energy strong interactions have
an important spin dependence. This began with the
very successful experiments using polarized tar-
gets at Berkeley, ' CERN, ' and Argonne. ' The Zero
Gradient Synchrotron (ZGS) polarized proton beam
allows even more extensive and precise studies of
this spin dependence, especially when used along
with a polarized target. During the past few years,
our group~' and the AN L-Northwestern group'
have studied proton-proton elastic scattering in
polarized initial spin states. We found large dif-
ferences between the two-spin cross sections (both
initial spine measured), especially at large P~'.
By taking advantage of the beam spin being re-
versed on alternate pulses, we were able to mea-
sure the two-spin cross sections with a precision
of about ~0.3ok. Such high precision allows a more
detailed study of spin dependence than was previ-
ously possible.

We also measured' the polarization of the recoil
proton at P~' =0.5 (GeV/c}' and found some evi-
dence for a nonzero double spin-flip transversity
cross section. We have now improved our carbon-
target recoil polarimeter by adding hodoscopes
upstream, tightening its angular resolution, and
calibrating it in the appropriate energy acceler-
ated polarized proton beam. This improvement
combined with the greater polarized-beam inten-
sity has allowed us to measure the eight pure

three-spin cross sections out to P~'= 1.0 (GeV/c}'
with reasonable precision.

In the following section we discuss some general
properties of spin parameters. %e have found it
convenient to discuss the results of our experiment
in terms of pure spin cross sections. We describe
this formalism together with the older Wolfenstein
formalism and the relation between the bvo. Sec-
tion III contains a description of the experimental
apparatus and operating procedures including the
polarized beam and target, the high-energy polari-
meter, the elastic-event spectrometer, the recoil
polarimeter, and its calibration. Section IV dis-
cusses our data analysis. Included here are cal-
culations of cross sections and %olfenstein param-
eters and discussion of errors. The final section
gives our results in terms of pure spin cross sec-
tions and Wolfenstein parameters. This section
also contains results for tests of parity and time-
reversal invariance and a discussion of the sig-
nificance of our measurements.

II. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF SPIN PARAMETERS

A. Pure spin cross sections

We studied proton-proton elastic scattering with
the beam and target spins both oriented normal to
the horizontal scattering plane. In addition, we
simultaneously measured the polarization of the
recoil particle along this same normal to the scat-
tering plane

n =k. xk„„,.
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In general, the p-p interaction is dependent on

the spin state of each proton. We present the re-
sults of our experiment in terms of a set of cross
sections for scattering in pure spin states. There
are 16 of these pure four-spig. cross sections cor-
responding to the 16 different possibilities for
orienting four spin--,' particles. These cross sec-
tions will be denoted

do/dt(ij -kl), (2.2)

do/dt(ij ) =g do/dt(ij -kl) . (2.8)

where the indices (ij-kl) denote the spin orienta-
tion of the (beam, target-scattered, recoil) parti-
cles. Each index may be either ~ or f, depending
on whether the spin is parallel or antiparallel to n.
These 16 quantities are the pure spin transversity
cross sections.

We measured the four bvo-spin cross sections
denoted by do/dt(ij ), where both initial polariza-
tions are measured but both final polarizations are
unmeasured.

dependent complex amplitudes to five. Since one
phase is arbitrary there are nine independent num-
bers. Qur experiment measured the magnitudes of
the five transversity amplitudes, but gave no in-
formation about the phases. Qbtaining information
about the phases will require experiments that
measure components of the polarizations in the
scattering plane. However, we are able to use the
fact that our system is overconstrained to make
tests of p and T invariance described in Sec. VB.
The invariance properties of the pure spin cross
sections are also discussed in that section.

B. Nolfenstein formalism

An alternative method of describing the results
of polarization experiments uses the Wolfenstein
parameters. ' For the case of p-p elastic scatter-
ing, Wolfenstein and Ashkin showed' that the ex-
pectation values of final-state spin operators were
related to expectation values of the initial-state
spin operators thru the relation

We obtained these with rather high precision since
they do not require a measurement of recoil polar-
ization. Rotational invariance and identical parti-
cle symmetry require that do/dt(44) =do/dt(40)

The familiar elastic cross section with an un-
polarized beam and an unpolarized target will be
called the spin-average cross section (do/dt).
This is given by

4 (S~)~ = Q(S„)(Tr(MSpMtSq), (2.6)

where the S„area set of 16 linearly independent
spin operators and M is the 4@4 scattering matrix.

For the present case of a polarized beam and
polarized target Eq. (2.6) leads to'

dg dg
(1 +Pe Ae +Pr Ar +Pe PrA„„),(2.7)

(tj-ki).dg

4,,„,dt
(2.4)

The factor —,
' arises from averaging over initial

states and summing over final states.
Using the asymmetry measurements from the

recoil polarimeter we could calculate the eight
pure three-spin cross sections. Each of these
cross sections is the sum of two of the pure four-
spin cross sections

dg
dt dt

(ij Ol) = (ij &l) + (ij &1),
dt

(2.5)

where the 0 indicates that the polarization of the
scattered proton is unmeasured. The statistical
accuracy of the three-spin cross sections is much
worse than that of the two-spin cross sections
since the recoil particle must be rescattered.

The 16 pure four-spin cross sections for the
elastic scattering of identical spin--,' particles are
not all independent observables. The laws of par-
ity conservation (P), time-reversal invariance (T),
identical-particle symmetry (X), and rotational
invariance of space (R) reduce the number of in-

where (do/dt} is the spin-averaged cross section,
P~ and P~ are the beam and target polarizations,
A~ is the analyzing power averaged over the tar-
get polarization, A~ is the analyzing power aver-
aged over the beam polarization, and A„„givesthe
cross sectional dependence on the product of P~
and P~. Rotational invariance and identical parti-
cle symmetry require that

A~ =A~ =A,

while T invariance demands that

Ann Cnn ~

(2.8)

(2.9)

Equation (2.6) also leads to the recoil particles'
polarization in the n direction, P~, through the
relation'

dg dg
R dt

—
dt (P +Pe K«+Pr D«+Pe Pr C33)

(2.11)

where C',
„„

is the correlation between the compo-
nents of the final-state polarizations in the normal
direction Rewrit.ing Eq. (2.7) we obtain

[1+(Pe +Pr)A +Pe Pr C„„j.(2.10)
dg dg
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P =C3„, (2.12)

where P is the polarization parameter, K„„is one

component of the beam-recoQ spin-transfer ten-
sor, D„„is one component of the target-recoil
depolarization tensor, and C,

„

is one component
of the tensor showing the correlation of the recoil
particles' polarization in the n direction with the
product of the beam and target polarizations in the

n direction. Parity invariance requires that

D„„measureshow the recoil polarization corre-
lates with the target polarization,

4D„„=Pi[o(ij-Oj) o(-ij -0, -j)], (2.22)

4K„„=Q[o(ij Oi) &t(tj -0, -i)],
fj

(2.23)

K„„measureshow the recoil polarization corre-
lates with the beam polarization,

while T invariance demands that

P =A.

Substituting into Eq. (2.11) we find that

(2.13)

and C 3 measures how the recoil polarization cor-
relates with the product of beam and target po)ari-
zations,

Prr = [(1+PsPr)A +Prr Kn„+PzD„„],.~ dt dt

(2.14)

4C,„=Q[0'(tj 0 i ' j) a(ij --0, ij-)] . (2.24)
fj

III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES

A. Polarized beam

C. Relations between the formalisms

do/dt(ij )

&drr/dt)
(2.15)

d, /dt(i&-Ot)

&doldt)

Then the analyzing power A~ is given by

4A, =o(it) +o(4~) -a(~4) -o(i~),
the analyzing power A~ by

4A, =o (4 t) -o(4&) +o(44) -o(SS),
and the spin-spin correlation C by

4C„„=a(tt)-a(tk) -o(kt) +a(&f) ~

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.19)

Written out in full and assuming all the symmetry
principles, the asymmetry parameter A. and the
spin-spin correlation parameter C„„aregiven in
terms of the pure two-spin cross sections by

do /dt(t t) —do/dt(t 0)
4&doldt&

da/dt(0 0) +do /dt(4 0) —2do/dt(t 0)
nn 4(d /dt)

(2.20)

For the second set of Wolfenstein parameters,
Eq. (2.11), the polarization P is given by

4P =Q [a(ij-Ot) o(ij -Ot)], - (2.21)

It is instructive to show the relations between the
Wolfenstein parameters discussed in the preceding
section and the pure spin cross sections introduced
in Sec. IIA. Let us define the pure-state cross-
section ratios

&&P ejap~=~-~y
2 m

or =(k+v)
m

(3.1)

The resonance condition which occurs when they
are equal is

(g/2 —1)y =k+v, (3.2)

The experiment was performed using the Argonne
ZGS polarized proton beam. This is described in
detail in Khoe et al. ,

"and we will only briefly re-
view its operation.

The polarized protons start in a polarized-ion
source which originally gave 8 gA of 20-keV pro-
tons with a polarization of (70+ 5)%. This source
was placed in the new pre-accelerator II dome
where a Cockcroft-Walton column accelerates the
protons to 750 keV. The protons are then fed into
the main linear-accelerator (LINAC) line by a
switching magnet and accelerated to 50 MeV. The
polarization at 50 MeV is measured using a polari-
meter which continuously monitors the left-right
asymmetry in p-carbon elastic scattering at 55' in
the lab. Utilizing previous p-C results' we de-
termined that the analyzing power of our 50-MeV
polarimeter was (88+ 5)%. 'Ihere is no measurable
reduction of the beam polarization in the LINAC.
The 50-MeV beam is injected into the ZQS, ac-
celerated, and then extracted to the high-energy
polarimeter described below.

The main problems in accelerating polarized
protons in a synchrotron are "depolarizing reso-
nances. "' These occur when the Larmor preces-
sional frequency becomes equal to the frequency
with which the protons see horizontal magnetic
field components. These perturbations can add
coherently and rapidly depolarize the beam. The
precessional frequency and the frequency of per-
turbations due ta vertical betatron oscillations are
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where p is the number of betatron oscillations per
turn around the ZGB (-0.80), and k, an integer, is
the harmonic number of the fields that perturb the
protons (8 and 16 are the strongest). The reso-
nances were jumped using two pulsed quadrupoles"
installed in the ZGS. By pulsing these in 20 psec,
p was rapidly changed and the beam passed through
each resonance in a few turns before coherent de-
polarization could occur. The timing and strength
of these pulses were tuned by maximizing the po-
larization measured in the high-energy polari-
meter.

The 6-GeV/c extracted-polarized-beam intensity
was about 3x10' protons per pulse, wig one pulse
every 2.5 sec. The accelerated intensity reached
6x109/pulse, and the average beam polarization
was Pe =(75+4)'%%up for most data runs. These in-
creases came from modifications in the polarized
source, where Parker et aE.' took advantage of
the pulsed nature of the ZGS to obtain pulses of
50 p, A at 20 keV, and from improving the resonant
extraction efficiency of the ZGS to more than 50%).

Another important improvement was to flip the
beam spin direction on alternate pulses by changing
the rf frequency in the source. '4 This new mode
operated very reliably and made it possible to de-
crease biases between beam spin up and down

runs. This feature allowed very-high-precision
measurements of the beam spin dependence.

B. Polarized target

The polarized beam was scattered from the
Michigan-Argonne PPT-V polarized proton tar-
get. This target is a close copy of a CERN target
whose operation is discussed in Ref. 15. The de-
tails of PPT-V are given in Ref. 16, and we will
only briefly describe its operation.

The target consists of frozen beads of propane-
diol, C,H,O„doped with Cr paramagnetic com-
plexes. The beads are 1-2 mm in diameter and
are contained in a 4.1-cm-long by 2.9-cm-diameter
cavity. The average density of hydrogen protons
in the PPT is 0.073+0.005 g/cm. ' The target is
maintained at a temperature of 0.5'R in a magnetic
field of 35 kG. The free (hydrogen) protons of the
target have spin-spin interactions with the highly
polarized electrons of the Chromium-V complexes.
These protons are given a comparably high polari-
zation by applying microwave power with a fre-
quency close to VO GHz, obtained from a carcino-
tron tube. The direction of the target polarization
can be reversed in 10-20 min by changing this
frequency by a few hundred MHz.

The proton polarization was measured by using
a nuclear-magnetic-resonance (NMR) system,
operating at a frequency f = 107 MHz, with signal

averaging. The NMR system was calibrated
against the calculable thermal-equilibrium polari-
zation

fE 2k' ' (3.3)

where h and k are the Planck and Boltzmann con-
stants, respectively. This was measured during
calibration runs with the microwaves off.

We installed two independent NMR coils in the
PPT to monitor the spatial variation in P~ due to
radiation damage from the high polarized beam
intensity. Both coils were coaxial with the beam.
One was a straight wire, while the other was a 15-
mm-diameter helix. The two measured p~ values
differed by less than 3%0. This showed that the
polarization was fairly uniform within the part of
the PPT where most of the beam passed. The I ~
measurements from the two coils were averaged.
The target polarization has been as high as 85%(),
but the radiation damage to the target beads re-
duced the average Pr to just above 65%%uo. Main-
taining this average value required annealing the
target every bvo days to remove some of the radi-
ation damage and occasionally changing the target
material.

C. Highwnergy polanmeter

The high-energy polarimeter shown in Fig. 1 is
similar to that used in our earlier measure-
ments. " The beam polarization p~ is obtained
by simultaneously measuring p-p elastic scatter-
ing to the left (I. =L,L,L,L,L,L, ) and to the right
(R =R~R~R~R~R, R6). Ps is given by

1 L-R
A L+R (3.4)

The polarimeter was operated at 6 GeV/c and P,
=0.5 (GeV/c)2, where the asymmetry parameter
for p-p elastic scattering is A =0.100+0.006. This
value was obtained by averaging our previous re-
sults with the data of other experiments. '

The polarimeter consists of two double-arm
spectrometers, each containing magnetg and scin-
tiQation counters, and measures proton-proton
elastic scattering from a liquid-hydrogen target.
One measures the scattering of the forward parti-
cle to the left, while the other measures the scat-
tering to the right. They both run simultaneously
and continuously and are as identical as possible.
The solid angle is defined by the counters L, and
R, which are 15 cmx13 cm at -20 m from the tar-
get giving ~Q»= 50 psr. The momentum bite de-
fined by L, and R, is zP/P=+6%. The overmatched
counters L, and R, detected the recoil protons.
Measuring both scattered particles gave a very
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FIG. 1. Layout of the experiment. The polarized beam passes through the H2 target, and its polarizationis measured
by comparing the number of elastic events seen in the L and R spectrometers of the polarimeter. The beam then scat-
ters in the polarized proton target and the elastic events are counted by the FB spectrometer. The M, K, and K coun-
ters are monitors. The B polarimeter measures the spin of the recoil proton by measuring p-carbon scattering to the
left and to the right.

clean elastic signal. fhe intensity of the beam
incident on the target was measured with a three-
counter telescope, denoted M. Target-empty runs
and magnet curves showed that the background was
2%() or less as shown in Fig. 2.

The polarimeter contained steering magnets so
that at any incident momentum we could choose a
P~' value where the asymmetry parameter was
measured and large. The six magnets were oper-
ated as three pairs of identical magnets. Each
pair was run in series on one power supply so the

~L
~ R

Polarimet
6 GeV/c

currents were identical. The central fields were
measured and agreed to within 0.2% within each
pa+'.

The main systematic asymmetry apparently
comes from misalignments of the incident beam.
The beam direction and position were continuously
monitored using three segmented-wire ion cham-
bers (S&,S»S3) with 2-mm wire spacing. System-
atic errors in P~ were minimized by averaging the
measurements of the two spectrometers and by
flipping the beam spin between the up and down
states on alternate pulses, and are estimated to
be less than 1%. The value of Pe was monitored by
the 50-MeV polarimeter and was independent of
polarization direction within - 1% . The extracted
beam polarizations for spin up and spin down were
determined from the average polarization obtained
from the high-energy polarimeter corrected for the
polarization differences observed at 50 MeV.

D. Elastic-event detector

5
Magnet Current

FIG. 2. Event rate in the L and R sides of the high-
energy polarimeter plotted against the recoil magnet
current (in arbitrary units). Notice the slight shift be-
tween the I- and R sides, indicating that the incident
beam is slightly misaligned. A target-empty run is also
shown.

The downstream double-arm spectrometer mea-
sured the elastic cross section for scattering the
polarized proton beam to the left from the polar-
ized target (PPT). Each arm contains magnets
and scintillation counters F =F,F2F, and B=B,B+3
which respectively detect the forward (scattered)
and backward (recoil) protons; .a coincidence be-
tween the two arms is labeled FB. The nominally
defining F, counter, which was about 15 cmx13 cm
(horizontalxvertical) and was about 18.4 m from
the PPT, subtended a solid angle of ~Q»-5. 7 p, sr,
and a momentum bite of aP/P-+7%. The B, count-
er, which was about, 5 cmx20 cm and was about
5.5 m from the PPT, subtended a solid angle which
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FIG. 3. Event rate in the FB spectrometer plotted
against the recoil magnet f8 ~ d 1 for elastic scattering
from the PPT at 6 GeV/e and P~ = 0.6 (GeV/c) . The
Teflon run is also shown. The A in the event rate FBA
refers to an anticoincidence (shown in Fig. 5) used to re-
duce background.

was typically almost equal to the "matched" solid
angle of F,

J r.r;a
+match =

cJ' recoil 3
(3.5)

where each Jacobian J relates the corresponding
lab solid angle to the c.m. solid angle.

This equality results in a lack of adequate "over-
matching" and a resulting loss of events which
made it impossible to know the true effective solid
angle of the Fg spectrometer, especially at p~'
=0.6 (GeVjc)'-'. Inscattering is automatically equal
to outscattering 1n a single-arm experiment. Mak-
ing them equal in a double-arm experiment re-
quires defining ~Q with one arm and making the
other arm adequately overmatched to ensure that
each mate particle is counted in spite of the beam's
angular divergence and spot size, multiple Coulomb
scattering in the PPT and early counters, and oth-
er similar effects. We decided to sacrifice an ex-
act knowledge of ~Q to reduce the number of ac-
cidental and other background events to a very low
level. Background events are especially serious
in PPT experiments because -90% of the nucleons
in propanediol are not free protons. Moreover,
only -V& of the recoil protons from FB events
scattered from the carbon target and triggered the
Q polarmeter.

Therefore, we sacrificed absolutely normalized
cross sections to obtain an unusually clean elastic
signal. Instead, we measured the ratios o(ij) and
o(ij-Ol) given in Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16). We then
normalized the pure spin cross sections using mea-
surements of (do/dt) made with unpolarized tar-

FB/IO N/M

60—

40

—0.2

20
hor. p

in S3
0

32 33 34
iiAGNET CURRENT (arbitrary unite)

—O. I

FIG. 4. Beam steering curve. The ratios FB/M and
N/M are both plotted against the current in a steering
magnet near the H2 target. The FB spectrometer and
the N monitor both look at the PPT, while the M monitor
looks at the H2 target. Also plotted are the beam posi-
tions at the various SWIG's shown in Fig. 1.

gets and beams. "
The FB accidentals were only about —,'pp of FB.

They were continuously monitored and subtracted.
We measured inelastic events and the background

from the nonhydrogen nucleons in the PPT by re-
placing the propanediol beads with Teflon beads
which contain no hydrogen protons. The Teflon
event rate was (3.9+0.2) % of the normal event rate
both at P~'=0.6 and 1.0 (GeVjc)'. We also ran
magnet curves, where we measured the Fg rate
while varying J B ~ dl in the recoil magnet. As
shown in Fig. 3 the event rate dropped by a factor
of 30 when f B ~ dl was detuned by 20% from the
calculated value. This gave further evidence for a
clean elastic signal from the free protons in the
PPT. The almost nonexistence of a flat top is an

unfortunate consequence of the lack of overmatch-
ing.

quadrupoles were installed between the hydrogen
target and the PPT to reduce the beam size at the
PPT to about 18 mm full width at half-maximum
(FWHM). The beam was kept centered to about 2

mm using the segmented-wire ion chambers. This
reduced possible systematic errors in the cross
sections and Wolfenstein parameters due to beam
motion in the 2.9-cm-diameter target. These
systematic errors were further reduced by flipping
the direction of the beam spin on alternate pulses
and the target spin every 12 h.

The relative number of polarized protons in-
cident on the PPT was measured by two monitors
located downstream of the target. They consisted
of independent three-counter telescopes, denoted
N and K. These were placed above and below the
median plane in a vertical plane containing the
beam and target so that their counting rates would
not depend on the direction of the beam or target
polarization.

We also ran beam steering curves by changing
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the J B ~ dl in two of the bending magnets in the
beam transport line just upstream of the 8, target.
This minimized the asymmetry in the high-energy
polarimeter, and ensured that the beam hit the cen-
ter of the PPT. Such a curve is shown in Fig. 4
where we have plotted the FB/M and N/M ratios,
as well as the beam position at various segmented-
wire ion chambers (SWIC). The maximum in the
FB/M rate was used to determine the appropriate
SWIC positions for data runs.

E. Recoil polarimeter

BL BR
ns B +B y (3.6)

where I BA is the elastic-event trigger. We then

obtained the recoil proton's polarization p~ from
the relation

A -D
A, -A E' (3.V)

where Ac is essentially the p-C analyzing power

The spin of the recoil proton was measured by
the B polarimeter shown in Fig. 1 and in more de-
tail in Fig. 5. This detects the recoil protons which
scatter from a 13-cm-long carbon target into four-
fold scintillation counter telescopes subtending the
range 8» = 7'-11'. The defining counters B~4 and

B„,were about 1V cmx40 cm (horizontalx vertical)
and about 2.3 m from the C target. We measured
the asymmetry A in p-carbon scattering to the
left (B~ =FBA ~ B~,B~,B»B~4) and to the right
(Bs =FBA B~~Bs~BRqBs4)

or asymmetry parameter for the polarimeter. D
and g reflect biases of the polarimeter due to
counter inefficiency, surveying or construction
errors, and the angular and positional variation
of the recoil protons heading into the carbon tar-
get. When D and E are zero Eq. (3.V) reduces to
the simple Eq. (3.4) used for the high-energy po-
larimeter where these biases could be removed.
However, the protons heading into the B polari-
meter were not a well-collimated beam, but were
spread over an angular range which was large
enough to give an adequate event rate [b,p~'-0. 04
(GeV/c)']. Thus, D and E were not negligible,
and they had to be known along with Ac for each
recoil-proton momentum and for each possible
angle and position of a recoil proton heading into
the polarimeter.

We, therefore, installed two five-channel hodo-
scopes (H,H»H, H23H3 and H4H~~H, H H ) just
upstream of the carbon target. These monitored
the angl. e and position of each recoil proton that
triggered an FBA coincidence by assigning each
event to one channel of a 5x5 matrix. This in-
formation was recorded using a CAMAC discrim-
inator-coincidence register (DCR) coupled to a
PDP11/10 computer. The DCR also recorded if
B~ or B~ had fired.

To reduce the number of accidental and inelastic
events in B~ and B~, we installed the anticounters
A, orA, orA, orA4=A shown in Fig. 5. We also
packed lead between the B-polarimeter counters
and the PPT and set the angle of bend in the recoil
magnet to 20 . The Teflon runs gave a B~ +B~
rate of (3.9+O.V)% of the normal rate at both &~'

POLAR I Z ED

EAO

RICKS

RECOIL BEIIIOING

MAGIIET

23
H

A

0 I/2 I

A

83 I H BL~ BL2 BLP L
3 8r' ~5S

I I
I

A~~caRsos &~
TARGET

BR1 BR2

rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrmm BRP B
2 Al

R4

FIG. 5. Layout of the recoil (B) arm and the B polarimeter. The recoil proton is momentum analyzed by the recoil
magnet and then detected by the B~B2B3 counters. The H&23 and H456 hodoscopes monitor its angle and position prior to
its scattering from the carbon target, while the BI and Bz telescopes detect the p-C scattering to the left and the right.
The A counters reduce background.
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FBA ~ekr'
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ANTI FOR

BLD BRD
BLFD BRFD

FIG. 6. The electronics block diagram showing the
logic for detecting events and monitoring accidentals.

= 0.6 and 1.0 (GeV/c)'; and within statistics B~ and
B„wereequaL We, therefore, made a 3.9%%up sub-
traction from both B~ and B„atall three P ' val-
ues. This had the effect of increasing the recoil
polarization p~ and all three-spin parameters a
relative 4%%up; the largest absolute effect was on D„„
which was increased about 3%%up. The +O. I%%up uncer-
tainty in this inelastic correction gave an uncer-
tainty in the three-spin cross sections of about+ —,

'
/p

of the spin-average cross section.
Several types of accidentals were monitored as

indicated in F~. 6. The B» circuit looked at ac-
cidentals between FBA Bg jg and B~342 while BJ.yap)

monitored accidentals between FBA and B~g2~ ~

Typically (B~D +B~~)/(B~ +Bs) was (2 7+0 2)%,
while (B»c +B»D)j(B~ +B„)was (0.3+0.1)%%up. Both
were monitored continuously and subtracted from

d B~.

60

~O
0

40

them very carefully to a precision of +-,' mr, for
both runs, keeping misalignment errors in the
three spin cross sections below + 1%.

These calibration runs required a good knowledge
of the beam polarization, P~. As discussed earli-
er, we measured P~ just before acceleration with
the 5$-MeV polarimeter, which we determined to
have an analyzing power of (88+ 5)%%u for p-C scat-
tering at (9» = 55 and 50-MeV kinetic energy.
There should be no significant depolarization dur-
ing acceleration up to the first weak intrinsic de-
polarizing resonance" at 1.39 GeV/c. We believe
that our assumption Pp =P~ (50 MeV) is good to 2%%up

in this region.
The calibration runs gave Ac, D", and E" for

each of the 25 hodoscope channels with about 1(//()

precision. For the central channel&, II„D"andE"were very close to zero ((0.01), while for the
most extreme channels D and E were quite large;
for sample, D"=-0 35 and E"=-0 12

The behavior of Ac is interesting nuclear phys-
ics, since it is the asymmetry parameter for p-C
scattering at 8» =9~2'. The events are probably
mostly elastic, although we made no specific elas-
tic cut. We plotA c in Fig. 7 against the average
kinetic energy halfway through the 13-cm carbon
target. The errors shown include the normalization
error coming from the P~ measurement. The stat-
istical error was typically less than —,'%). Notice
the surprisingly large value of Ac = 59%%ua at about
280 MeV." The values of Ac obtained from this
calibration and used in the experiment were: 59.2%%u,

for P~ =0.6, 44.60/0 for P~ =0.8, and 31.6% for
p =1.0 (GeV/c) .

The fraction of the FBA events that were scat-
tered and analyzed in the recoil polarimeter was

F. Calibration runs

We calibrated the hodoscope-polarimeter system
by physically moving it into the main ZQS polarized
beam and taking calibration runs with the polarized
beam accelerated to the appropriate recoil-proton
momentum for each Pi' value: 8VO MeV/c for Pi'
=0.6, 1050 MeV/c for P '=0.8, and 1220 MeV/c
for p~' =1.0 (GeV/c)'. The polarimeter axis and
the axis of the hodoscopes should be closely aligned
for both the calibration and data runs. We surveyed

20-
0

Ap C Qt e(,b
- 9

I

200 800

I I I I I I

400 600
T (vevj

FIG. 7. Plot of the analyzing power for p-C scattering
at 9'+ 2' in the lab against the proton kinetic energy.
The p-C events are mostly elastic.
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TABLE I. Summary of polarizations and events. The errors are statistical.

P 2 t(GeV/c)2j 05 0.6 0.8 1.0

Pg

PR(&&)

Pg(t &)

PR(ht)

Pg( & &)

FBA

B~+Bg

0.63

0.64

0.77

0.70

0.82 + 0.06

-0.38 +0.08

0.64+0.0 7

—0.45+0.09

0.23 x106

0.27 x 10

0.664

0.666

0.604

0.696

0.632 +0.035

—0.552+0.048

0.465 +0.039

-0.572 +0.049

1.00 x 10

P.73 x 104

0.734

P.748

0.662

0.619

0.615+ 0.047

—0.472+ 0.047

0.527 +0.054

—0.486 + 0.048

1.07 x 10

p.gl x 1p4

0.715

0.717

0.66g

0.679

0.574 +0.057

-0.473 +0.057

0.574 +0.066

-0.458 +0.062

1.23 x10'

1.20 x 104

' The P& =0.5 (GeV/c)2 data are from Ref. 6.

also fairly large for a rescattering experiment,
typically

BI +B
FBA

—=0.8% . (3.8)

At each energy this fraction was observed to be
the same in the data runs and calibration runs to
+5/~ (of the 0.8%%ua) adding confidence that there
was no serious additional background contamin-
ation in the data runs.

G. Data runs

IV. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Two-spin cross sections

We obtained for each of the four initial spin
states three quantities: the beam polarization
Ps (ij ), the target polarization Pr (ij ), and a nor-
malized event rate

(..) PBA (ij)
f,(~j)

(4.1)

For each run FBA(ij ) is the measured number of
elastic events, while I,(ij) is proportional to the
number of incident protons, monitored by the M,
N, and R monitors. These monitors were cali-
brated during aluminam-foil irradiation runs with

As indicated earlier, the experimental runs were
at a proton beam momentum of 6 GeVjc. We ob-
tained approximately 10' elastic FBA events and
approximately 10' recoil polarimeter analyzed
events at each of three values of transverse mo-
mentum: P, '=0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 (GeV/c)'. The
actual values are given in Table I, along with the
average beam and target polarizations.

N(tt) Nt {1+A [ IPe(t t)l +IPr(tf)l]

+c„„lP,(oo)l IP, (4&)Ij,
N(tt) =N&[1+A [ IPs(tt)l —IPr(»)I]

-c„„lP,(4s) I IP, (4t)I},
N(it) =N, [1+A [-IP, (~ t)l+ IP, (»)l]

—c„„lP,(~ ~)l IP, (i ~)l),

N(44) -N)[1 A[IP, (ai)l+ IPr(-kt)l]

+c„„lP,(s~)IIP, (~o)l],

where N& is a normalization factor for the target-
up runs and N& is the equivalent factor for target-

(4.2)

a, 7%%uo normalization uncertainty; however, our
analyses did not use our absolute normalization.

The conventional way of obtaining& and {.-„„from
the measured N(ij) is given in equations 4 and 5 of
Ref. 6, which can be directly derived from Eq.
(2.10). This method assumes a stable beam-target
configuration and is subject to systematic errors
due to beam position variations between runs. As
indicated before, we improved the precision by
taking advantage of the beam spin being flipped on
alternate pulses to average over some of these
biases. However, the target polarization could only
be reversed a couple of times each day, and sig-
nificant effects of beam drift were observed on our
A.~ measurements. The analysis procedure em-
ployed, which is presented in the following dis-
cussion, essentially eliminates the dependence of
4 and C„„onbeam motion on the target. This pro-
cedure, however, precludes making the testA. ~
=Ar, Eq. (2.8), since it is assumed in the analysis.

The four N(ij) are related to A and C through
Eq. (2.10):
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TABLE II. Pure spin cross sections. Absolute cross sections are given in mb/GeV/c)2.
The errors are statistical. The o are cross-section ratios, defined in Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16).

t(GeV/&) l 0 5 8 0.6 0.8 1.Q

o(t t Qt)
cr(t t Qt)
cr(t h Qt)
cr(t 1~0')
o() t Qt)
cr()t 0))
o() h Ot)
cr() i 0$)

1.31
—0.01

0.15
0.75
0.80
0.11
0.15
0.73

+ 0.08
+ 0.08
+0.08
~0.08
+0.08
+ 0.08
+ 0.08
+ 0.08

1.23 +0.04
0.06 +0.04
0.05 +0.04
0.84 + 0.04
0.77 + 0.04
0.12 + 0.04
0.07 +0.04
0.86 +0.04

1.15 +0.05
0.11 +0.05
0.03 +0.05
0.89 +0.05
0.81 +0.05
0.11 + O.Q5

0.09 +0.05
0.81 +0.05

1.17 +0.06
0.18 + 0.06
0.11 +0.06
0.83 +0.06
0.83 + 0.06
0.11 +0.06
0.07 + 0.06
0.69 +0.06

o(t t)
o(t 5)
cr(k t)

1.295 + 0.006
0.905+0.004
0.895 + 0.006

1.289 + 0.006
0.893 + 0.004
0.925 + 0.006

1.264 + 0.005
0.920 + 0.004
0.896 + 0.005

1.345 +0.005
0.943+0.004
0.769 +0.006

o(tt tt)
o(t t h))
o(t t-t t)
cr(t h it)
o(hi- hh)

(dcr/d t)

do/dt (t t-t t)
do/dt (t t

dcr/d t ( t k~ t ) )
do/dt (t i—kt)
do/dt (hI-t i)

1.23
0.07
0.78
0.13
0.81

2.25

2.77
0.16
1.76
0.29
1.82

+ 0.08
+0.08
+ 0.08
+ 0.08
+ 0.08

+ 0.18
+ 0.18
+ 0.18
+ 0.18
+ 0.18

1.23 + 0.04
0.07 +0.04
0.81 +0.04
0.09 + 0.04
0.87 +0.04

1.17

1.44 +0.05
0.08 +0.05
0.95 +0.05
0.11 + 0.05
1.02 +0.05

1.16 +0.05
0.10 + 0.05
0.85 +0.05
0.07 + 0.05
0.80 + 0.05

0.365

0.423 +0.018
0.037 + 0.018
0.310+0.018
0.026 + 0.018
0.292 +0.018

1.23 + 0.06
0.13 +0.06
O.83 +O.O6

0.11 +0.06
0.64 +0.06

0.167

0.205 +0.010
0.021 +0.010
0.139+0.010
0.018 +0.01Q

0.107+ 0.010

Ep -0.05 + 0.10
—0.16 + 0.10

0.07 + 0.05
—0.01 + 0.05

0.08 + 0.06
0.02 + 0.06

0.00 +0.08
0.11 +0.08

The I'~2 =0.5 (GeV/e) data are from Ref. 6; the errors there include an assumed 10% un-
certainty in the analyzing power ~.

down runs. These equations assume rotational in-
variance and identical-particle symmetry. As
indicated above, the Nt and N& may be unequal be-
cause of beam motion or possible changes in count-
er efficiency between the target & and p runs.
However, in a given target polarization state the
beam polarization is reversed every accelerator
pulse, hence, any motions or inefficiences due to
beam position fluctuations, will tend to be averaged
away. Thus, Nt and N& do not depend on the beam

polarization. Moreover, Pr (&&) =Pr ())), and

Pr(kt) =Pr(kt) to a very high precision.
The set of Etis. (4.2) tnay be solved for p and

C„„in various ways. We present an analytic solu-
tion in Appendix A. One can average the relations
over the runs or apply standard methods of linear
statistical analysis to obtain the least mean square
solution for A and C„„.Both methods were used
and agreed to +0.1$o. The errors indicated by the
statistical analysis were approximately +0.3%,

TABLE III. Wolfenstein parameters. The errors are statistical. There are also system-
atic normalization errors discussed in the text.

&&' [(Gev/e)'l 0.5 a 0.6 0.8 1.0

A

P

K
&3n

0.100+ 0.003
0.095 +0.004
0.21 + 0.05
0.80 + 0.10
0.15 + 0.06
0.16 + 0.10

0.091+ 0.003
0.107+ 0.004
0.06 + 0.02
0.85 + 0.03
0.13 + 0.03
0.13 + 0.05

0.092 + 0.003
Oi080 + 0.004
0.04 + 0.03
0.83 + 0.04
0.05 + 0.04
0.12 +0.06

0.144 + 0.003
0.057 +0.004
0.09 + 0.04
0.76 + 0.05
0.04 + 0.05
0.09 + 0.08

a The I'~ =0.5 (GeV/e) data are from Ref. 6; the errors there include an assumed 10% un-2= 2

certainty in the analyzing power .
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while the pure "counting-rate" error was +0.1%~.

It was necessary to make a small correction for
inelastic contamination in gBA. This contamin-
ation was studied during the Teflon runs, where we
determined that FBA/N was, (3.9*0.2) % of the nor-
mal rate, and that the measured Ps (t) P—s(t)
asymmetry was about 40% of the normal elastic
asymmetry. Apparently p -Teflon scattering has
some spin dependence. This background required
a relative correction to the measured A of about
2.5% and to C„„ofabout 4%%uo. Since A and C„„are
both approximately 10% the correction to A was
about +0.25% and to C„„about+0.4%. The uncer-
tainty in this correction was less than +0.1%. We
then used the values of A and Q„„to calculate the
normalized four pure two-spin cross sections from
Eqs. (2.10), (2.15):

c(tt) =[1+2A+C„„],
o(St) =[1-2A +C„„],
o(tt) =o(C t) =[1-C„„].

(4.3)

The two-spin data analysis described above was
done twice, independently. The results agreed
within the errors and were averaged. The normal-
ized two-spin cross sections and associated Wolf-
enstein parameters and their statistical errors are
presented in Tables II and III.

+p, (ij)p, (ij)c,
„

(4 7)

The values of A and t"„„areknown from the two-

syin analysis, the P~(ij ), Pr(ij), and Ps(ij ) are
measured in each of four (ij) states, allowing de-
termination of the four Wolfenstein parameters P,
K„„,D„„,and C,

„

from Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7). The

resulting cross sections are then obtained from Eq.
(4.5) and the pure-state versions of (4.6) and (4.7).
The values and errors can be found using standard
statistical analysis.

Another derivation involving an explicit analytic
matrix-inversion approach is presented in Appen-
dix B. The results from the two methods were in

agreement within the errors and averaged. These
results, including the statistical errors, are pre-
sented in Tables II and III.

C. Three-spin cross sections

In the actual experiment the beam and target
were only partially polarized. To obtain the three-
spin pure state normalized cross sections, Eq.
(2.16), we can use the normalized versions of Eqs.
(2.10) and (2.11):

N(ij) =1+[Pe(ij)+Pz(ij)]A+Ps(ij)pr(ij)C„„,
(4.6)

Pz (ij ) N (ij ) =P +Ps (i j)K„„pr(ij )D„„

B. Recoil polarization

For each of the four initial spin orientations in
the p-p elastic experiment (beam, target) =(ij) = it,
f4, ff, or f4, we used the measured asymmetry
A" and the Ac, D", and E" obtained from the cali-
bration runs to calculate the recoil-proton polari-
zation Ps(ij ) for each of the 25 hodoscope channels
(n) using Eq. (3.7). We then averaged P~ over the
25 channels weighting each channel according to
the number of analyzed events

2n An (ij) Dn

BI, sy +BR zg

Q [&g(ij) +&~(ij)]

(4.5)
o (ij-ot) =c(ij) [1 —p, (ij)]/2 ~

(4.4)
With approximately 10' analyzed recoil polari-
meter events at each p~' the above relation gave
a statistical error of about 5%%uo in each Ps(ij ) at
each P~'. The values of the recoil polarization
and their statistical errors are given in Table I.

If the beam and target had been both 100% polar-
ized, we would immediately have the eight pure
three-spin cross sections from the Eqs. (2.15)
and (2.16) and the definition of P~:

o(ij -Ot) =o (ij) [1+P„(ij)]/2,

D. Error discussion

The statistical error in the beam polarization
P~ was about +1% for each 1-hour run. Each p~'
point had about 100 such runs so the statistical
error in &~ was negligible. g~ also had a relative
uncertainty of +6% due to the uncertainty in the
analyzing power of p-p elastic scattering at p~'
=0.5 (GeV/c)' and 6 GeV/c. This uncertainty was
the same for all points and is thus only a normali-
zation uncer tainty.

The target polarization P~ had a +4%() relative
uncertainty coming from the temperature mea-
surement used in calculating the thermal calibra-
tion constant in Eq. (3.3). There were also in-
stabilities in the NMR system and slight varia-
tions in our NMR analysis method. We estimate
that these together gave a 3%() relative error. Ad-
ding these two errors in quadrature, the total
relative error in pr is +5%.

In the two-spin analysis procedure used, the ef-
fect of the polarization errors on& is primarily
from P~, giving a, relative error of 6%p while the
effect on g„„is from the product P~ P~ with rela-
tive error then of 8%. Since A and C„„areabout
0.1, the polarization error in A is about +0.006
absolute and in C„„about+0.008. These are pre-
dominately normalization errors to be added to the
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statistical errors given in Table III. Beam- and

target-polarization errors are also to be added to
the statistical errors of the bvo-spin cross-section
ratios given in Table II: approximately ~0.016 to
the parallel cross-section ratios, ~0.008 to the
antiparallel.

The statistical errors in the three-spin cross
sections were dominated by the ~ 5 %0 statistical
counting errors in the recoil-polarization measure-
ments, giving errors of about+0. 05 in the cross
sections and Wolfenstein parameters, as shown in

Tables II and III. In addition, there was a 6%O rel-
ative normalization uncertainty in the determin-
ation of the recoil polarization, due to the uncer-
tainty in the analyzing power of the 50-MeV polari-
meter used in the recoil polarimeter calibration
runs; this would produce relative 6% errors in the
Wolfenstein parameters P, K„„,D„„,C,„andwould

affect the cross sections, predominately through
the parameter, D„„.The statistical error in de-
termining the recoil polarimeter parameters Ac,
D, and E, during the calibration runs was + —,'f~
leaving the normalization uncertainty dominant.
Also, as in the two-spin case, the effects of the
beam and target relative polarization uncertain-
ties, +6%%uo and +

5%%uo, would lead to equivalent rela-
tive errors in K„„andD„„,respectively, and to
~8% in C,„.The cross sections again would be
mostly affected through D„„;the sizes of these
effects were usually smaller than the statistical
errors.

The polarization parameter, p, involved in the
parity and the time-reversal invariance tests, is
very sensitive to misalignments, different inef-
ficiencies, or different backgrounds in the two
sides of the recoil polarimeter. A 1% polarimeter
asymmetry with a polarimeter analyzing power
A&=0.5, would lead to an error in P of ~0.02,
comparable to the statistical errors shown in
Table QI. As discussed before, considerable care
was taken to minimize these possible asymmetries,
and we estimate their effects to be less than the
statistical errors.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Wolfenstein parameters

Table III contains a list of the Wolfenstein pa-
rameters measured in this experiment, obtained
as discussed in the previous analysis section. The
parameter D„„is the correlation between the re-
coil polarization &~ and the target polarization I ~
and equals 1 when there is no spin flip. Similarly,
K is the correlation between p~ and the beam
polarization &~ and measures the spin transfer.

The parameters A, C„„,K„„,and D„„areplotted
in Fig. 8 along with other measurements at 6 GeVj

I I

p+p P+P
6 GeV/c

A

.1- P

.2-
Cnn

s 0

~ THIS EXP.
o FERNOWetai.
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&& HICKS et al.
& ABSHIRE etal.
~ RUST etal.

1.0—

Don

.6-

4-
I I

2 .40 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6
p~ [(Gev/c)~]

FIG. 8. The Wolfenstein parameters for p-P elastic
scattering at 6 GeV/c are plotted against P~ .
parameters A, C„„,D„„,K~ are defined in Eqs. (2.20),
{2.22), and (2.23). For some of the other experiments
the bin sizes have been increased at large P~2 to im-
prov'e the statistics. Some large-error points have been
ignored. Recent results from Ref. 32 on low P~ values
of A are consistent with the plotted data.

B. Test ofP and T

Consider the 16 pure four-spin cross-section
ratios &y(ij-kl) (beam, target-scattered, recoil).
Each is the square of the amplitude f(ij-kl) for
elastic scattering from a pure initial spin state
(ij ) to a pure final spin state (kl). We measured

Note that D g1 showing that spin flip
does occur. Notice also that D„„maybe moving
further from 1 at large p~', while K„„moves
towards 0. These two qualitative features should
have a bearing on various strong-interaction mod-
els." Qur values of D„„aresomewhat lomer than
those of Abshire et al."at small p~'. K„„hasnot
been measured by other groups. Qur results on A
and Q„„arein good agreement with earlier mea-
surements, but have much better precision. Notice
the maximum in g„„aroundP~'=0.6 (GeV/c)'. A
has a minimum of (8.4+0.3)%%u&& at this P~', but is
not equal to zero as at slightly higher energy. '~'
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the eight pure three-spin cross sections, o(ij -Ol),
Eq. (2.16), each of which is the sum of two four-
spin cross sections

a(ij-Ol) =o(ij-tl)+a(ij -tl) ~ (5.1)

There is an important theorem" which is valid for
the elastic scattering of identical spin- —,

' particles
when the spins are measured perpendicular to the
scattering plane as in our experiment: If parity is
conserved then all eight single-spin-flip trans-
versity cross sections must equal zero. For each
i, j, and l Eq. (5.1) contains one such single-flip
a(ij -kl} and either one double-flip or one nonf lip
term.

Now consider the four antiparallel three-spin
cross sections that we measured:

a(tt-ot) =a(ti-tt)+a(tt-tt),
a(t t-0t) =a(t t-it) +a(it-t t),
a(it-0t) =a(tt-it) +a(ti-tt),
o(t t-0t) =a(t t-ti) +o(t t-it) .

(5.2)

Parity implies that the four single-flip terms must
be zero, and rotational inoariance implies that for
identical particles two equalities must hold:

a(tt-ti) =o'(it-it),
a(it- i t) =a(i t- it) .

(5.3}

We now define and calculate the experimental quan-
tity

=a(tt 0t}-a-(t t-0t)
=a(ti-tt) -a(it-tt). (5.4)

o(tt-0t) =o(tt-tt) +a(tt-»),
a(it-0t) =a(tt tt)+a(tt--tt).

(5.5)

Parity invariance implies that the last two (single-
flip) terms are zero, while T, and T alone, im-
plies that

o(tt-tt) =a(tt-tt). (5.6)

Since we have found no evidence for a parity viola-
tion, we define and calculate the experimental
quantity

er =a(tt-0t) -a(ti-0t)
=o(ti-tt) -a(it-tt). (5.'t)

This is listed in Table II and is equal to zero with-
in errors at all P~ . This implies that parity is
conserved, or more properly, sets an upper limit
on the difference bebveen any parity-violating amp-
litudes.

We can test time-reversal invariance T by con-
sidering the bvo measured three-spin cross sec-
tions

This is listed in Table II for each P~ and is zero
within the errors.

As indicated in Sec. IIB, an alternative way to
test for P and T invariance is by using the Wolf-
enstein parameters listed in Table III. Parity in-
variance alone requires that P =C,„,while time-
reversal invariance alone requires thatA =P.
Again, the results appear in agreement with these
relations within the errors.

We might summarize these conservation-law
tests by saying that any P- or T-violating cross
sections are consistent with being less than about

6% of (da/dt). It is especially interesting that
there are no violations at our largest P~' of 1.0
(GeV/c)' where these conservation laws had not
been previously tested.

C. Pure spin cross sections

In Table II we list our measurements of a(ij -Ol),
the ratios of the three-spin cross sections to the
spin average differential cross sections. This
ratio is the quantity we measure with good precision.

We can now assume P and T invariance to re-
duce the 16 pure four-spin cross sections to the
five independent pure spin cross sections corre-
sponding to parallel (P) or antiparallel (A) initial
spina, nonf lip (nf) or double-flip (df) of the initial
spins, and up (U) or down (D) for the parallel non-
flip. These five independent a(ij -kl) can be ob-
tained from our eight measured three-spin cross
sections using the relations:

a(t t-t t) =P„=—', [o'(-it-0i) +o'(it-0t)],

a(tt tt)~ -A„=-,'[ (att- 0)t+a(it-ot)],
a(tt-it)=-A =-,'[o(tt-0t) +a(it-0i)], (5.6)

a(tt-tt)-=U„,=a(tt-0t)+-.'[a(tt-0i) —a(it-ot)],
a(tt-tt)= D„,=o(tt-o-t) ——,'[a(tt-0i)-o(ti-0t)].
In the first three equations we reduce the experi-
mental uncertainty by assuming P and T invariance
and averaging. If the experimental data exactly
conserved parity and time reversal U„,and D„,
would be given by the first terms on the right-
hand side. However, the data exhibit small differ-
ences which can either enhance or decrease U„,
and D„,. We handle this by assigning half the dif-
ference to U„,and half to D„,. One could, of
course, also determine these cross sections by re-
doing the statistical analysis using the additional P
and T constraint relations.

The five independent a(ij -kl) calculated using
Eq. (5.8) are listed in Table II for each P~'. The
changes in the cross sections from the averaging
procedure are minimal. We also list the da/dt(ij
-kl) obtained by multiplying by the (do/dt) which is
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FIG. 9. Plot of the pure four-spin cross sections da/

dt (ij kL) for p-p elastic scattering at 6 GeV/c against
P ~2. %'e also plotted the pure initial two-spin cross
sections der/dt (ij ) as bands with widths corresponding to
the errors. Also shown as dashed lines are the spin
average cross section (do'/dt) and 10' of (do'/dt) for com-
parison with the double-flip cross sections. Notice that
P~ =2.40 (GeV/c) corresponds to 90' c.m. at 6 GeV/c.

and do/dt(t0) are sometimes twice as large as the
parallel-down d&r/dt(0t-t0) and do/dt(tk). The
double-flip cross sections dg/dt(H-kt) and der/
dt(H-&y) are typically 10 times smaller than the
nonf lip. These large differences imply that spin
must be considered in any serious model for strong
interactions. "

Another very striking feature is the clear change
in the spin dependence at about P~' = 0.8 (GeV/c)',
where de jdt has a break. In the "diffraction-peak"
region below the break, the do/dt(ij -kl) are all
parallel to each other, and do/dt(&g-&&) is about
50% larger than both do/df(H- H) and da/dt(0 0

-pg). 'Ihe cross sections have much more spin
dependence in the region after the break where the
der jdt(ij ) are again parallel, but now with a slope of
-exp(-3. 5P '}. Here da/dt(pt yy) is 100% larger
than do/dt(i4-4k), while da/dt(ii-H) is about
halfway between.

There is some indication that the double-flip
cross sections, especially da jdt(&p-4t), may be-
come relatively larger after the break. This can
be seen by comparison with the lower dashed curve
which is 10% of (do jdt) or by studying o (&&-&&) in
Table II or D in Fig. 8. This effect is a few
standard deviations and thus is not certain; but
it is an interesting possibility. It would be very
significant if the double-flip cross section ap-
proached or exceeded the nonf lip cross section at
very large p~'.

The break in do/dt corresponds to the transition
from the forward diffraction peak to the larger-p~2

I e g s s a

taken from Ambats et al."at P~'&1 0(GeV/c).
and from a compilation at large P~ . 4 In Fig. 9
we plotted these five do/dt(ij -kl) against P '. 'Ihe
(do/dt) we used is plotted as a dashed line. We
also plotted the three pure initial two-spin cross
sections, Etl. (2.3}, as bands whose widths corre-
spond to the error at each p~'. These errors are
much smaller than those of the four-spin cross
sections because the recoil polarization error does
not contribute. For P~'~0. 5 (GeV/c)' these do/
dt(ij) were obtained from Table II and our earlier
publication, while for P~'&0. 5 we combined the Q„„
measurements of the ANL-Northwestern group'
with the& measurements of Borghini et al.'

A

0.24

O.l 6

0.08

2— Region
-t= &.4 teev/c)

P(.-b {GeV/c)

x Diebold et ai.
o This exp.

p Gaidot et al.
~ Borghini et al.
~ Abshire et al.
o Aschman et a

D. Discussion

The most important feature of Fig. 9 is that the
different spin states have quite unequal cross sec-
tions. The parallel-up cross sections dh/dt(t t- 0t)

FIG. 10. Plot of the analyzing power A against incident
lab momentum for p-p elastic scattering at fixed t. The
lower graph shows A in the diffraction peak at t = —0.5
(GeV/c)2, while the upper shows A at t = -1.4 {GeU/c)2
in the region after the break.
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region. The large spin dependence in this second
region may give imyortant information about the

nature of larger-P~' elastic scattering. In Fig.
10 me compare our data' "with other energy mea-
surements of A ' ""~"~ " It appears that the

spin dependence disappears at high energy in the
diffraction peak, but it may not disappear in the
second region.

It is quite reasonable that the spin dependence
in the diffraction peak should go to zero as s-~.
At high energy the peak becomes completely domi-
nated by diffraction scattering, and one must aver-
age over the spin dependence of all inelastic chan-
nels contributing to diffraction through unitarity.
Each channel may have a different spin dependence
and they probably will tend to cancel. As shown in

Fig. 10 the spin dependence disappears as -1/p»
which is almost the same rate as the real part of
the forward amplitude disappears. This is, in
fact, further evidence that the "diffraction peak"
is dominated by diffraction or shadow scattering.
Similarly, the large-p~' spin dependence not dis-
appearing as s-~ may indicate that this second
region is not dominated by diffraction scattering,
but is caused by some direct scattering mechan-
ism. The amplitude in this larger-p~' region must
then be partly real. This may explain why the
exp(-3.5P„)term is disappearing at Fermilab"
and CERN ISR~ energies.

We plan to study this further by extending these
measurements to higher energy and larger P~'. It
will be especially interesting to see if there is an-
other change in the syin dependence as one enters
the third region'4 of p-p elastic scattering at about

P~ =2.5 (GeV/c)'. If this third region is shadow
scattering, then, like the diffraction peak, it should
have little spin dependence at 12 GVe/c. If it is
instead direct elastic scattering it may have a spin
dependence similar to the second region. However,
if the spin dependence is totally different, that
may indicate that this third region is dominated by
a second type of nondiffractive mechanism.

A brief payer summarizing this experiment has

appeared earlier. "
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APPENDIX A: ANALYTIC SOLUTION OF THE
TWO-SPIN MATRIX EQUATION

Consider the four-event rate Eqs. (4.2):

N(&&) =N){1+&[ IP, (&t)l+IPr(tt)I]

+c„„IP, (~o) I IP, (yy) I },
N(») =N, {1+A[IP,(«)l- IP (04)l]

-c„lP,(t~)IIP, (t~)l },
N(&&) =N){1+&[-IP,(tc)l+IP, (&&)ll

-c„„IP, («) I IP, (~4) I },

(A1)

1 =Aa +C~~ c

1 =Aa +C„„c
where the coefficients are given by

a+= Ps/A+ —(AP-s +Pr),

s = P~/A -(aPs -P-r),

c+=Pr(Ps/A ~ —S—Ps),

c = P, (P;/A --~P,).

(A4)

(A5)

For each run with & target polarization me ob-
tained values of a' and c+, while for each target t
run w'e obtained values of u and c . For each
pair of target & and & runs we then calculated A.

and C„„from the solution of Eg. (A4).

N«&) =Ni{1-&[ IP.(«)I+IP, (&&)l]

+c„„IP, (sy)IIP, (yq)l }.
For each target polarization we obtained the mea-
sured asymmetry defined by

N(0 0) N(4 0)-
N(00) +N(4 0)

(A2)
N(~~) -N(ii)
N(») +N(k4)

We next define the average beam and target polari-
zations and polarization differences for the target
spin being & or g (+ or -) to be

P,'-=-,'[IP, (&~)l+IP, (at)l],
DP' =- —'[IP (44)I-IP, (&&)ll

P', -=-„'-[IP,(»)l+IP, (»)l], »r =0,

P, -=l [ IP, («)I+IP, («)I],
AP =——[ IP (ft)l- IP (t&)l],

P = .' [ IP, (&~)l+IP—,—(&&)l], &P, =o.

Then substituting Eq. (A2) into Eq. (A1) and simpli-
fying, me obtain two equations of the form
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C -C
c a' - c+a

a -a+
C fftl a c+ a+c

APPENDIX B: ANALYTIC DETERMINATION OF

THE THREE-SPIN CROSS SECTIONS

(A6)

rates N(ij}, Eq. (4.6}, and the recoil polarizations
P„(fj}fo= each initial spin state:

1+P„(fj}
N(ij -Ot) =N(z&)

1-P„(fj)
N(ij-ot) =N(fj)

To obtain the three-spin cross sections we cal-
culate each of the normalized three-spin event
rates N(ij -0 I) from the two-spin normalized event

Combining the above relations with Eqs. (2.6) and

(2.V), one can show that these N(fj-OI) are related
to the normalized pure state three-spin cross sec-
tions o(ij OI) by the matrix

N(t t-Ol)

N(tt Ol)

N(t t Ol)

N(tt-0I)

Ns(1 -Nr}

(1-N;)¹
(I -N, )(1-N, )

N', (1-N', )

N~ N~

(1-N;)(1-N;)
(I Ns) N-„

(1-N;)¹
(I -N, )(1-N, )

Ns (1 Nr-)-

(1 Ns) N-r-

N', (1 N;)-
N~ N~

o(tt -OI)

&(t t-OI)

o(t t -OI)

(I -N+s)(1-¹r) o(tt-Ol)

The Ns and the Nr are the fraction of protons in each partially polarized initial spin state given b„
N; =-', (1+P',), Ns =-,'(1+Pa), ¹r =2(1+P+r), Nr = —,'(1+Pr), (83)

where P~ and p~ are defined in Appendix A. The LP terms, also defined in Appendix A, experimentally
0.01 or less, are assumed to be zero in this analysis. The four equations contained in the matrix equa-
tion each hold for the recoil spin up and down separately (I = t or I = t).

To obtain the pure three-spin cross sections a(fj-Ol) in terms of the N(ij-ol), one must invert this
matrix. The result is a matrix equation which holds for l = & and l = & separately.

o(t t-OI) N~N -Ns(1-¹)

(r(t t -0 I)

o(t t-Ol)

¹s (1 —Nr)- N~ N

-(1 ¹s)Nr -(I-Ns)(I -¹r)

o(tt-Ot) (I-N+)(I-N, ) -(I-N;)N',

-(1 ¹s)Nr -(1-N )(s1 N)+r-

N~ N~ -N; (1-N', )

-Ns (1 Nr)-

(1-Ns)(1-Nr) -(1 Ns) Nr-

N(t t-Ol)
Pa Pz

N(tt Ol)

Pa Pr
N(t t-Ol)

N(tt-OI)

(84}

The quantity Pr= &(Pr +Pr). If—one were able to always keep Pr =Pr and Ps=Ps, then the superscripts
could be eliminated and the matrix would be symmetric. In fact, at P,'= 1.0 they were equal within 1%,
but at other P,' values they differed by up to 10%. For P,' =0.6 where they differed most the actual matrix
was

0.706 -0.165 -0.142 0.033

-0.126 0.668 0.025 -0.134

-0.142 0.033 0.706 -0.165

0.025 -0.134 -0.126 0.668

Notice that b cause the beam and target were b th highly pol rized (-70%), the matrix is almost diagonal.
For each P, we now use Eq. (84) to calculate the eight different three-spin cross sect;ons o(fj OI) fro'm-
the eightN(fj OI) obtained using Eq. (81). The Woifenstein parameters P, &, 8, and C were then ob-
tained using Eqs. (2.21)-(2.24).
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